DECIMONOVENO TEST DE INGLES:
COMPLETE THE SENTENCES

1- What were you doing / do you do when the sun came up?
2- What are/does your favourite hobbies?
3- Have you ever read/Do you ever read Romeo and Juliet?
4- What are you do/do you do?
5- How often is/does he visit you?
6- He visits us once a week/the week.
7- We used to/are used to have an account at this bank.
8- What were you doing when the bus stopped/was stopping?
9- This road is straight/straightly.
10- He’s usually working/He usually works at home.
11- She speaks English very well/good.
12- How much cost this/does this cost?
13- After the pub, we have gone/went home.
14- What do you do/are you doing at the moment?
15- Yesterday he drives/drove home.

Respuestas:
1- were you doing  2-are  3-have you ever read  4-do you do
5-does  6-a week  7-used to  8-stopped
9-straight  10-He usually works  11-well  12-does this cost
13-went  14-are you doing  15-drove.